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Lecture 3
Neutrinos and LFV



LFV expected at some level
neutrino masses
and UPMNS ≠ 1 Li violated (i=e,μ,τ)

evidence for lepton flavor conversion
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ν e →ν µ,ντ

€ 

ν µ →ντ
sol, LBL exp
atm

direct
indirect

should show up in processes with charged leptons

Process Relative probability Present Limit Experiment Year
µ ! e� 1 5.7⇥ 10�13 MEG 2012
µ�Ti ! e�Ti Z↵/⇡ 4.3⇥ 10�12 SINDRUM II 2006
µ�Au ! e�Au Z↵/⇡ 7⇥ 10�13 SINDRUM II 2006
µ ! eee ↵/⇡ 4.3⇥ 10�12 SINDRUM 1988
⌧ ! µ� (m⌧/mµ)2÷4 3.3⇥ 10�8 B-factories 2011
⌧ ! e� (m⌧/mµ)2÷4 4.5⇥ 10�8 B-factories 2011

Table 1: Relative sensitivities and experimental limits of the main CLFV processes.

are generally theory-limited. In some cases such processes can be searched for by
multi purpose experiments (as in the case of the B-factories) but sometimes dedicated
experiments are mandatory, due to the extreme specialization of the detector and to
the performance requirements.

3 The classical searches

In this paper I will concentrate on the three “classical” searches of CLFV decays
involving muons, which fall in the cathegory of dedicated experiments for exotic
searches. They are µ ! e�, µ ! 3e and µ ! e conversion on nuclei. In Figure 1 we
show the evolution of the limits set on this processes along the last 65 years, where
we can see the three groups of experiments done with cosmic-ray muons (1940s)
stopped pion beams (until mid-60s) and stopped muon beams (1970s onward). Each
experiment proved to be an improvement over the previous one in either beam or
detector technology.

3.1 Kinematic and backgrounds

The three processes involving muons share common characteristics, but each one
shows a peculiarity that makes it impossible to have a common experiment to search
for all three simultaneously.

The µ ! e� decay is a two body decay where the daughter particles are monoen-
ergetic (52.8 MeV) and emitted simultaneously back-to-back in the muon rest frame.
It is natural therefore to stop the muons in a thin target and for this reason a beam of
positive muons is necessary, since negative muons would undergo nuclear capture be-
fore decaying. Two background processes can mimic a signal event: a muon radiative
decay µ+ ! e+⌫⌫̄� in which the two neutino carry little energy and both positron
and photon are close to their kinematic edge, and an accidental coincidence between
a positron from a normal muon decay (“Michel positron”) and a high energy photon
coming from a radiative decay, bremsstrahlung or positron annihilation in flight. It is
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here: focus on radiative decays of charged leptons

prospects
6 x 10-14

10-15 ÷ 10-16



in the SM, minimally extended to accommodate e.g. Dirac neutrinos

BR(µ→ eγ ) ≈ 3α
32π

Uµi
*Uei

mi
2

mW
2

2

≈10−53 Exercise 10:
reproduce this

[unobservable also within type I see-saw] 

depleted by
-- weak interactions
-- loop factor
-- GIM mechanism (mixing angle large, but 

neutrino masses tiny)

a good place to look for BSM physics

general parametrization of LFV effects BSM 

L = LSM + ci
5

i
∑ Oi

5

Λ
+ ci

6 Oi
6

Λ2
i
∑ + ...

Odi gauge invariant 
operators dimension d

GIM suppression 
for quarks:
small mixing angles
large top mass

mi ≈ 0.05 eV U fi ≈O(1)

<->

[solution in 
Cheng and Li]



L = LSM + i
e
Λ2
ec σ µνFµν( )Z (Φ+l) + 1

Λ2
[4-fermion] + h.c.+ ...

low-energy effective Lagrangian in the lepton sector

in the basis where charged leptons are diagonal

[relation between the scale Λ and new particle masses M’ can be non-trivial in a weakly interacting theory g Λ/4π≈M’]

Z ij a matrix in flavour space

BR(µ→ eγ ) < 5.7×10−13

either the scale of new physics is very 
large or flavour violation from 
New Physics is highly non-generic
Λ > 2×104 Zµe

#
$%

&
'(TeV

Z µe

Λ2
< 2×10−9 TeV−2

LY = −e
c ye (Φ

+l) + h.c.+ ...

Im Z!" #$ii

Re Z!" #$ii

Z!" #$ij
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(i ≠ j) € 

di
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ai =
(g − 2)i
2
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Rij =
BR(li → l jγ)

BR(li → l jν iν j )

electric dipole
moments
anomalous magnetic
moments
radiative decays

€ 

µ → eγ τ → µγ τ → eγ

€ 

µ → eee τ → µµµ τ → eee ...[4-fermion operators] other LFV transitions



Operator Bounds on Λ in TeV (cij = 1) Bounds on cij (Λ = 1 TeV) Observables

Re Im Re Im

(s̄LγµdL)2 9.8 × 102 1.6 × 104 9.0 × 10−7 3.4 × 10−9 ∆mK ; ϵK

(s̄R dL)(s̄LdR) 1.8 × 104 3.2 × 105 6.9 × 10−9 2.6 × 10−11 ∆mK ; ϵK

(c̄LγµuL)2 1.2 × 103 2.9 × 103 5.6 × 10−7 1.0 × 10−7 ∆mD; |q/p|, φD

(c̄R uL)(c̄LuR) 6.2 × 103 1.5 × 104 5.7 × 10−8 1.1 × 10−8 ∆mD; |q/p|, φD

(b̄LγµdL)2 5.1 × 102 9.3 × 102 3.3 × 10−6 1.0 × 10−6 ∆mBd
; SψKS

(b̄R dL)(b̄LdR) 1.9 × 103 3.6 × 103 5.6 × 10−7 1.7 × 10−7 ∆mBd
; SψKS

(b̄LγµsL)2 1.1 × 102 7.6 × 10−5 ∆mBs

(b̄R sL)(b̄LsR) 3.7 × 102 1.3 × 10−5 ∆mBs

TABLE I: Bounds on representative dimension-six ∆F = 2 operators. Bounds on Λ are quoted assuming an

effective coupling 1/Λ2, or, alternatively, the bounds on the respective cij ’s assuming Λ = 1 TeV. Observables

related to CPV are separated from the CP conserving ones with semicolons. In the Bs system we only quote

a bound on the modulo of the NP amplitude derived from ∆mBs
(see text). For the definition of the CPV

observables in the D system see Ref. [15].

central value for the CP-violating phase, contrary to the SM expectation. The errors are, however,

still large and the disagreement with the SM is at about the 2σ level. If the disagreement persists,

becoming statistically significant, this would not only signal the presence of physics beyond the

SM, but would also rule out a whole subclass of MFV models (see Sect. IV).

(iv) In D − D̄ mixing we cannot estimate the SM contribution from first principles; however,

to a good accuracy this is CP conserving. As a result, strong bounds on possible non-standard

CP-violating contributions can still be set. The resulting constraints are only second to those from

ϵK , and unlike in the case of ϵK are controlled by experimental statistics and could possibly be

significantly improved in the near future.

A more detailed list of the bounds derived from ∆F = 2 observables is shown in Table I,

where we quote the bounds for two representative sets of dimension-six operators: the left-left

operators (present also in the SM) and operators with a different chirality, which arise in specific

SM extensions. The bounds on the latter are stronger, especially in the kaon case, because of the

larger hadronic matrix elements. The constraints related to CPV correspond to maximal phases,

and are subject to the requirement that the NP contributions are smaller than 30% (60%) of the

total contributions [9] in the Bd (K) system. Since the experimental status of CP violation in the

Bs system is not yet settled we simply require that the new physics contributions are smaller than
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[Isidori, Nir, Perez, 2010]

here: constraints from flavour physics on d=6 |ΔF|=2 operators
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Minimal Flavour Violation (quarks)
useful benchmark: a framework where the only source of flavour violation 
beyond the SM are the Yukawa coupling. Well-defined in the quark sector.

in the limit yu = yd = 0, the SM lagrangian is invariant under a U(3)3 flavour 
symmetry 

Gq = SU (3)uc × SU (3)dc × SU (3)q × ...

€ 

yu = (3,1, 3 ) yd = (1,3, 3)

q = (1,1,3) uc = (3,1,1)d c = (1, 3,1)

MFV assumes that new operators coming from New Physics do not involve any
additional field/spurions and that they are still invariant under Gq
[additional assumption: no additional sources of CPV other than those in yu,d]

if the Yukawa couplings yu and yd are promoted to non-dynamical fields 
(spurions) transforming conveniently, the SM lagrangian remains formally 
invariant under the flavour group Gq

LSM = ...− d
c yd (Φ

+q)−uc yu ( Φ
+q)+ h.c.

[Chivukula. Georgi 1987
D’Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, Strumia 2002]



Exercise 11: build the leading operator contributing to b -> s γ in MFV
a convenient basis:

ŷu,d    diagonal
leading order MFV invariant

Λ > 6.1TeV

yd = ŷd yu = ŷuVCKM

i e
Λ2
d c σ µνFµν( )Z d (Φ+q) + h.c.

Z d = yd yu
+ yu

=
2 2
v3

m̂dVCKM
+ m̂u

2VCKM( )
b→ sγ ⇔ Z d( )32

*
, Z d( )23

Z d( )32
*
=
2 2
v3
mb mt

2VtbVts
*( )

Z d( )23 =
2 2
v3
ms mt

2VtbVts
*( )

MFV is nothing but the 
GIM mechanism extended
to BSM contributions

sc σF( ) bbc σF( ) s!
"

#
$
+

dominates over
by (mt/mb)

m̂u ≈ diag(0,0,mt )

BR(B→ X sγ ) = (3.55±0.24±0.09)×10
−4



Exercise 12: build the leading operator with ΔF=2 in MFV

qLiγ
µ (yu

+ yu )ij qLj qLkγµ (yu
+ yu )kl qLl

looking at the down quark sector and selecting i=k=d,s and j=l=b 
we get the MFV operator contributing to ΔB=2

where we used

€ 

OMFV (ΔB = 2) =
c
ΛNP
2 yt

4 (VtbVtq
* )2 q Lγ

µbL q LγµbL (q = d,s)

[OMFV modify M12 for Bd and Bs in the same way:
i.e Δd and Δs are identical and real in MFV]

again same CKM suppression as in the SM. Now the bound on the scale of 
New Physics reads 

€ 

ΛNP > 5.9 TeV

same basis as before:

ŷu,d    diagonal
leading MFV invariant

yd = ŷd yu = ŷuVCKM

m̂u ≈ diag(0,0,mt )

define 2 New Physics parameters

€ 

Δ q ≡
M12

q

M12
q,SM

(q=d,s)



Operator Bound on Λ Observables

H†
(
DRY d†Y uY u†σµνQL

)
(eFµν) 6.1 TeV B → Xsγ, B → Xsℓ+ℓ−

1
2 (QLY uY u†γµQL)2 5.9 TeV ϵK , ∆mBd

, ∆mBs

H†
D

(
DRY d†Y uY u†σµνT aQL

)
(gsGa

µν) 3.4 TeV B → Xsγ, B → Xsℓ+ℓ−

(
QLY uY u†γµQL

)
(ERγµER) 2.7 TeV B → Xsℓ+ℓ−, Bs → µ+µ−

i
(
QLY uY u†γµQL

)
H†

UDµHU 2.3 TeV B → Xsℓ+ℓ−, Bs → µ+µ−

(
QLY uY u†γµQL

)
(LLγµLL) 1.7 TeV B → Xsℓ+ℓ−, Bs → µ+µ−

(
QLY uY u†γµQL

)
(eDµFµν) 1.5 TeV B → Xsℓ+ℓ−

TABLE II: Bounds on the scale of new physics (at 95% C.L.) for some representative ∆F = 1 [27] and

∆F = 2 [12] MFV operators (assuming effective coupling ±1/Λ2), and corresponding observables used to

set the bounds.

of new physics not far from the TeV region. These bounds are very similar to the bounds on

flavor-conserving operators derived by precision electroweak tests. This observation reinforces the

conclusion that a deeper study of rare decays is definitely needed in order to clarify the flavor

problem: the experimental precision on the clean FCNC observables required to obtain bounds

more stringent than those derived from precision electroweak tests (and possibly discover new

physics) is typically in the 1% − 10% range.

Although MFV seems to be a natural solution to the flavor problem, it should be stressed that

(i) this is not a theory of flavor (there is no explanation for the observed hierarchical structure of

the Yukawas), and (ii) we are still far from having proved the validity of this hypothesis from data

(in the effective theory language we can say that there is still room for sizable new sources of flavor

symmetry breaking beside the SM Yukawa couplings [28]). A proof of the MFV hypothesis can be

achieved only with a positive evidence of physics beyond the SM exhibiting the flavor-universality

pattern (same relative correction in s → d, b → d, and b → s transitions of the same type) predicted

by the MFV assumption. While this goal is quite difficult to be achieved, the MFV framework is

quite predictive and thus could easily be falsified: in Table III we list some clean MFV predictions

which could be falsified by future experiments. Violations of these bounds would not only imply

physics beyond the SM, but also a clear signal of new sources of flavor symmetry breaking beyond

the Yukawa couplings.

The idea that the CKM matrix rules the strength of FCNC transitions also beyond the SM

has become a very popular concept in recent literature and has been implemented and discussed

in several works. It is worth stressing that the CKM matrix represents only one part of the

problem: a key role in determining the structure of FCNCs is also played by quark masses, or by
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[Isidori, Nir, Perez, 2010]

bound on the scale of New Physics in MFV



Minimal Flavour Violation (leptons)
extension of MFV to leptons is ambiguous: 
we can describe neutrino masses in several ways 
1   B-L conserved, pure Dirac neutrino masses

just copy the quark sector

yν = (3,1, 3)

ye = (1,3, 3)

i e
Λ2
ec σ µνFµν( )Z (Φ+l) + h.c.

Z = ye yν
+ yν

=
2 2
v3

m̂eUPMNSm̂ν
2UPMNS

+( )

choose as basis:
ye = ŷe yν = ŷνUPMNS

+

Z( )21
*
=
2 2
v3
mµ Uµi

*Ueimi
2( )

≈10−28

dominant contribution to μ -> e γ

μ -> e γ unobservable
even for Λ≈1 TeV

Gl = SU (3)ν c × SU (3)ec × SU (3)l × ...

l = (1,1,3) ν c = (3,1,1) ec = (1, 3,1)



2 B-L violated, neutrino masses from d=5 operator

L = ...+ ec ye (Φ
+l)+ 1

2ΛL

Φ+l( )w Φ+l( )+ h.c.

w = (1,6)

ye = (3, 3)

an important 
assumption: ΛL ≠ Λ

ye = 2
me
diag

v
w = 2ΛL

v2
U *mv

diagU +

the only sources
of Gl breaking

spurions expressed
in terms of known
quantities and ΛL

Z( )21
*
=
4 2
v3

ΛL
2

v2
mµ Uµi

*Ueimi
2( )

μ -> e γ observable if ΛL >> Λ

μ -> e γ dominated by Z = yew
+w

=
4 2
v3

ΛL
2

v2
m̂eUPMNSm̂ν

2UPMNS
+( )

enhancement factor
can be huge

ΛL
2

v2

experimental bound satisfied
by (ΛL/Λ)<109

[qualitatively similar conclusion when MFV extended to the type I see-saw case]

[Cirigliano, Grinstein, 
Isidori, Wise 2005]

Gl = SU (3)ec × SU (3)l × ...

l = (1,3) ec = (3,1)



Z ij =
4 2
v3

ΛL
2

v4
Δmsol

2 Ui2U j2
* ±Δmatm

2 Ui3U j3
*#

$
%
&

Exercise 13: show that 

and estimate
Rµe
Rτµ

=
BR(µ→ eγ )
BR(τ → µγ )

×
BR(τ → µντνµ )
BR(µ→ eνµνe )

Rµe
Rτµ

≈
2
3
r ± 2 sinϑ13e

iδ
2

≈ (0.035÷0.055) r ≡
Δmsol

2

Δmatm
2solution

Rτµ < (1.0÷1.6)×10
−11from present bound

on μ -> e γ

hints:
-- use unitarity relation for UPMNS
-- use approximate values

Uµ3 ≈Uτ 3 ≈1/ 2

Ue2 ≈Uµ2 ≈ −Uτ 2 ≈1/ 3

+ for normal hierarchy
- for inverted hierarchy



LFV in the limit of vanishing neutrino masses

MFV extended to the lepton sector reproduces the  GIM suppression
in particular LF is conserved when mi=0

GIM suppression can be evaded in several models of fermion masses
e.g. in partial compositness where elementary fermions acquire a mass
through their mixing with a composite sector  
a toy model

LY = −e
cΔEE − L

cΔLl

− EcM E − LcM L
− EcY (Φ+L)− (Lc Φ+ ) Y E + h.c.

elementary-composite mixing⇔
⇔
⇔

Dirac masses for composite fermions

Yukawa coupling of composite fermions

by integrating out the composite sector [Exercise 14]

LY = −e
c ye (Φ

+l)+ h.c.

ye = (ΔEM
−1)Y (M −1ΔL )+ ...

higher-orders in (Φ/M) 

ec l
ΔE ΔL

Φ+
M-1 M-1

Y



Exercise 15

compute the corrections to previous LO relations by using the equation of
motion for the composite sector. Start with 1 generation and then discuss
the 3 generation case.

0 ΔE 0

0 M YΦ+

ΔL
Φ+ Y M

#

$

%
%
%
%

&

'

(
(
(
(

LY =− ( e
c Ec Lc ) l

E
L

!

"

#
#
#

$

%

&
&
&
+ h.c.

M YΦ+

Φ+ Y M

"

#
$$

%

&
''

−1
0
ΔL

"

#
$
$

%

&
'
'l + h.c.

LY = e
c ( ΔE 0 )

write LY in matrix notation

write the e.o.m. for the composite fields (Ec,Lc) and (E,L) in the limit of
negligible kinetic term and substitute them back into LY

expand this expression in powers of the Higgs field



ye = FEcY FLAt the LO F
Ec
= ΔEM

−1 FL =M
−1ΔL

an intriguing possibility (anarchic scenario):
-- Yukawa coupling Y in the composite sector are O(1)
-- fermion mass hierarchy entirely due to the amount of mixing F 

FXi =
2µi

1− e−2µir

split fermions in an Extra Dimension

ED µi r

Flat [0,πR] Mi / Λ ΛπR

Warped [R,R '] 1/ 2−MiR log R '/ R

no symmetry:
hierarchy produced by geometry

Mi = bulk mass of fermion Xi
Yu,d = O(1) Yukawa couplings between bulk fermions 

and a Higgs localized at one brane

chiral multiplets Xi of 
the MSSM coupled to 
a superconformal sector

[Nelson-Strassler 0006251]

€ 

FXi
=

Λc

Λ

# 

$ 
% 

& 

' 
( 

γ i
2

<1
Λ=MPlΛc=MGUT

γi anomalous dimension of Xi

it arises is many SM extensions

fermion masses from abelian flavour symmetries

FXi = diag λQ(X1) ,λQ(X 2 ) ,λQ(X3 )( )
Q(Xi ) ≥ 0

λ =
ϕ

Λ



so far neutrino are massless
do we expect LFV in our toy model? 

one-loop contribution to lepton dipole operator from Higgs exchange
(assuming M proportional to identity)

ec l
ΔE ΔL

Φ+

M-1 M-1

Y Y

M-1 M-1

Y~

Z
Λ2

≈
1

16π 2M 2
(ΔEM

−1)Y Y Y (M −1ΔL )+ ...

ye = (ΔEM
−1)Y (M −1ΔL )+ ...

in general these combinations 
not diagonal in the same basis

LFV not suppressed by neutrino masses and unrelated to (B-L) breaking scale

rough estimate ΔE ≈ ΔL

Δ f

M
≈
mf

v
Y ≈ Y ≈O(1)

Zµe
Λ2

< 2×10−9 TeV−2 M >10TeV



Exercise 16: reproduce flavour pattern of Z from a spurion analysis

-- identify the maximal flavour symmetry G of our toy model 

-- identify the transformation properties of the spurions ΔL, ΔE, Y, Y, 
that guarantee the invariance of Ly

-- using previous tools, build the relevant dipole operator
invariant under G

~

Z
Λ2

≈
1

16π 2M 2
(ΔEM

−1)Y Y Y (M −1ΔL )+ ...



LFV expected in charged leptons = CLFV

GIM suppression in CLFV is a special feature of MFV: 
it can be violated in models of fermion masses
and relation to neutrino masses and mixing angles can be more indirect

summary

CLFV probes physics beyond the νSM [=SM minimally extended 
to accommodate ν masses]

observable rates for CLFV require new physics at a scale
well below the GUT or the L-violation scales
[Λ << ΛL in our example of MFV]


